Number of new infections per 100 000 inhabitants in the last 14 days (as of 27.11.2020) (applied in determining the necessity of a restriction on freedom of movement, if a person travels to Estonia during 30.11-06.12.2020)

- Andorra 1130,3
- Austria 988,3
- Belgium 391,0
- Bulgaria 653,6
- Croatia 951,3
- Czech Republic 623,6
- Cyprus 341,6
- Denmark 279,9
- Finland 78,1*
- France 454,5
- Germany 308,4
- Greece 316,7
- Hungary 667,7
- Iceland 47,6
- Ireland 100,7
- Italy 749,6
- Latvia 282,6*
- Liechtenstein 836,4
- Lithuania 837,2*
- Luxembourg 1266,3
- Malta 347,4
- Monaco 211,6
- Netherlands 426,6
- Norway 146,9
- Poland 804,8
- Portugal 796,4
- Romania 598,8
- San Marino 876,6
- Slovakia 424,6
- Slovenia 369,2
- Spain 383,8
- Sweden 631,9
- Switzerland 768,6
- United Kingdom 450,6
- Vatican 0,0**

* Based on Order No 282 of Government of Estonia, the restriction on the freedom of movement does not apply to asymptomatic people who have been on the territory of Finland, Lithuania or Latvia in the past 10 days and have travelled to Estonia directly from Lithuania, Latvia or Finland with the following preconditions:

1) the person has taken a coronavirus test within 48 hours before their arrival in Estonia and the result is negative. When travelling to these countries from Estonia and returning to Estonia, it is possible to take the coronavirus test in Estonia, and return to normal life in case of a negative result. Self-isolation is required while waiting for the test results;

2) the person arrives in Estonia for the purpose of working, studying or receiving health services or for family reasons or transit. For the reasons listed above, taking a coronavirus test before arriving in Estonia is not required.

** The Vatican’s infection rate is 0, but when traveling from Vatican through Italy to Estonia, still a 10-day restriction of freedom of movement applies.

Countries outside the European Union
Additionally, based on the recommendation of the Council of the European Union, Estonia will open its border to 8 countries outside the European Union that have a low infection rate.

- Australia
- Japan*
- New Zealand
- Rwanda
- South Korea
- Thailand
- Singapur
- Uruguay*

* A 10-day restriction on freedom of movement is mandatory

The data is gathered from ECDC official data.